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To,
Shri Ashok Chavan
Hon’ble Chief Minister, Maharashtra
Mantralaya, Mumbai 400032
Tel: 22025151
17th June, 2009

Dear Sir,

CitiSpace (Citizens’ Forum for Protection of Public Spaces) established in June 1998 is an NGO which networks 600 
Resident Associations, Community Based Organisations (CBOs), NGOs, Trade/Commercial Establishments and 
individuals in most of Mumbai’s 24 Wards. Our creed is the protection of all Public Open Spaces (such as Footpaths, 
Playgrounds, Recreation grounds, No Development Zones, Beaches and Mangroves etc.) and advocacy of the 
rightful use of those spaces.

We are horrified, shocked and appalled to read today’s news items on open spaces of Greater Mumbai which the 
Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai (MCGM) and Government of Maharashtra (GOM) are proposing to hand 
over to private clubs (copies enclosed) to exploit for personal gain and use. You must be aware that these reserved 
open spaces are a public amenity meant for public use by all citizens without exception.

A stay was granted on this anti-citizen Caretaker Policy by Shri Vilasrao Deshmukh for very valid reasons and we wish 
to point out that the stay does not in anyway cause any impediment in the way of MCGM doing its duty towards 
securing all open spaces of Greater Mumbai. The MCGM has a budgeted amount for this purpose and in fact Rs.5 
crores have been given to each 24 municipal wards for this very purpose.

In the past citizens were up in arms as they saw before them the prospect of losing all open spaces to private 
developers encouraged by local politicians. In 2007 CitiSpace took a lead in a campaign to save Mumbai’s very scant 
public open spaces. In an open letter to the then Chief Minister eminent citizens have pointed out their misgivings 
and concern for the caretaker policy stating that if such a disastrous policy was to have been passed the DP planning 
would go completely awry choking the city to death. A copy of this clipping is enclosed for your ready reference. 
It details how such a policy would be ruinous and methods towards best practices for MCGM and GOM to follow.

We would like to mention here very strongly that the citizens of Mumbai are not going to be pleased or forgive 
any government or politician, who for their personal gain convert and takeover public land for private use. 

We are aghast at having read that all that the politicians are interested in at this moment is to distribute among 
themselves this booty by grabbing public open spaces and that this issue is going to be discussed in the Group 
Leaders meeting today (17th June, 2009). We are very keen to come and meet you at the earliest to convince you 
that it is in the best interest of Mumbai and its citizens and that reserved public open spaces are most used by 
the marginalised, the poor and the middle class. If they are deprived of this the politicians will never be forgiven.

We will call your office to seek an appointment mutually at your convenient time.

Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,
Neera Punj(Convenor) 
Nayana Kathpalia(Co-convenor)

On behalf of the CitiSpace Core Committee:
Mr. Jekisan Bhatia  Mr. Bhanu Desai Mr. H. S. D’Lima  Mr. Rajkumar Sharma  Mr. Gerson da Cunha 
Capt. Joe Lobo Mr. Sharad Bansal Mr. Atul Vora  Ms. Vidya Vaidya  Dr. Rustum Soonawalla

Cc: Mr. Chaggan Bhujbal, Dy. Chief Minister
Dr. Shubha Raul, Hon’ble Mayor
All Six MPs of Greater Mumbai
Group Leader in the MCGM of:-
Congress, Shiv Sena, BJP, NCP, SP, Municipal Commissioner.
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Protection of Public Spaces has 
been CitiSpace’s creed and we have been 
continuously sharing information regarding 
this. However the fast pace of activity in this 
sphere may have sometimes been confusing. 
Hence we give here a brief recap and a 
sequential update of all that has happened. 

Recap
CitiSpace took up the matter of Reserved 
Public Open Spaces in 1999 when it read in 
the newspapers a small Public Notification 
that said that the Municipal Corporation of 
Greater Mumbai (MCGM) was proposing 
to allow commercial activity in such spaces. 
CitiSpace was alarmed and went and met 
Mr. V. Ranganathan, the then Municipal 
Commissioner. We appealed to him that such 
a proposal should be scrapped explaining 
the reasons why. The Commissioner heard 
us out and agreed to our rationale for this 
and issued a circular staying the Policy. At 
this meeting, CitiSpace also discussed the 
possibility of working together with MCGM 
in the sphere of Open Spaces and Mr. 
Ranganathan introduced us to Mr. S. R. Kunte, 
the Additional Municipal Commissioner as 
the officer in charge whom we should meet 
further in this connection. CitiSpace has had 
a good and long relationship with Mr. Kunte. 
At Mr. Kunte’s suggestion CitiSpace did a 
survey of 157 open spaces which were given 
to the MCGM in lieu of TDR and drafted 
advertisements for MCGM to facilitate the 
adoption of these open spaces. It worked on 
MCGM’s Circular and Terms and Conditions 
document for adoption of open spaces, which 
was as a result of CitiSpace pointing out to 
Mr. Kunte that the existing documents were 
contradicting each other and very confusing.  
With the help of our lawyer Mr. Raju More, 
these documents were reviewed, revised & 
presented to the MCGM- ensuring that the 
Policy plugged loopholes & was water tight in 
regards to misuse by both citizens & MCGM.

The Caretaker Policy:
While CitiSpace was lobbying from 2002-
2006 for public participation on adoption of 
open spaces, as MCGM said it did not have 
the money to look after its own Reserved 
lands, MCGM was drafting the Caretaker 
Policy which allows construction on Recreation 
Grounds and Playgrounds Club Houses 
such as Matoshree Club, MIG Club, The 
Club, etc. Its excuse - it did not have the 
money to look after it own open spaces.

CARETAKER POLICY 
•	Reserved land given 

for min. 33 yrs lease, 
indefinitely extendable.

•	Allows for buildings like 
clubs, restaurants, bars, etc.

•	Only members of the 
above facilities & those with 
purchasing power allowed.

•	25-30% ground coverage 
allowed.

•	10% of plot area as plinth.
•	15% of total plot as FSI.
•	25% of plot to be used 

for ancillary purposes & 
structures.

ADOPTION POLICY
•	Reserved land given for 5 

yrs. open to public.
•	Only 10ft x10ft 

gardener’s shed, fencing, 
landscaping, lighting & 
security allowed. 

•	Conserving & enhancing 
the green coverage.

CitiSpace started a campaign against the 
exploitative Caretaker Policy of the MCGM 
by writing to the Chief Minister, all politicians, 
concerned bureaucrats, Government & non-
government authorities that could intervene. 
CitiSpace wrote to its members to write 
further to others as well as to the authorities. 
Numerous public meetings and campaigns 
were carried out through citizens’ forums and 
in colleges as well as by writing articles about 
this issue - no stone was left unturned. On 
14 January 2008 CitiSpace invited various 
NGOs to a brainstorming session to arrive at 
a joint resolution for the metropolis and its 
people with regards to protecting the open 
spaces of Greater Mumbai. The aim was to 
dialogue with representatives of the invited 
organisations in order to have a perspective 
of the needs of various sections of society 
about the issue. NGOs who participated 
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were Bombay First; H/West Citizens’ Forum; 
Citizens from G/North; Childlink Foundation; 
Walkers’ Ecological Movement; Consumer 
Guidance Society of India; R/Central Ward 
Citizens; The Bombay Catholic Sabha; 
Indian Association of Retired Persons; AGNI; 
National Alliance of People’s Movement. 

At the meeting a Charter of Demands was 
prepared and sent to the following: 
Various politicians and bureaucrats including 
the Chief Minister, Deputy Chief Minister of 
Maharashtra and the Municipal Commissioner.

Charter Of Demands

•	Freeze the reservation of all open spaces as of now, until 
the revision of the Development Plan

•	A COMPLETE REPEAL of the Caretaker Concept.
•	The Rs 400 crores budgeted amount should immediately 

be put to use for securing all MCGM reserved grounds 
with fencing, security and mali arrangements.

•	The MCGM should issue work orders on all open spaces 
to prevent the Rs 400 crores from lapsing by end of March 
2008.

•	No surfacing of permeable areas should be allowed. In 
case of the need to do so, the materials used for surfacing 
should be of a permiable nature, as open spaces act as 
sponges that absorb rainwater and prevent flooding.

•	Sports facilities must be developed by the MCGM for the 
common man and there are several models available for 
this in India.

•	Private Clubs must be built ONLY on non-reservation land 
that must be purchased by the promoters.

•	The facility must be such that it serves all members of the 
community. 

No Restricted membership
MCGM must not hand over public land to private interest as 
land is finite - it cannot be recovered!

This dissemination of information created a 
buzz in the city and the media supported the 
CitiSpace stand. We partnered them by giving 
them information in the form of exposures 
and insights into the issue of protecting the 
reserved open spaces of Greater Mumbai. 
The highpoint of this campaign was an open 
letter to the Chief Minister of Maharashtra, Mr. 
Vilasrao Deshmukh, signed by several senior 
and respected citizens of Mumbai, which 

outlined the drawbacks of the Caretaker Policy 
and the reasons why it should be repealed 
and that the MCGM should use its 400 crore 
budget, which it had by that time, to look 
after its Reserved Open Spaces in Greater 
Mumbai. This letter was published in the 
Hindustan Times of November 26, 2007.
 
CitiSpace’s perseverance was finally rewarded 
when the Chief Maharashtra granted a 
stay on the Caretaker Policy in November 
2007, and the Adoption Policy in October 
2008 - both of which continue to date.

MCGM has the funds:
The result of all these efforts on all fronts 
is seen in the fact that MCGM has had to 
revise its stand from handing over plots 
reserved as public open spaces to private 
parties for commercial use, and admitting 
that it has more than adequate funds with 
which to develop and maintain them.

FACT: 400 crores with MCGM 

FACT: Upgradation & restoration of an open space
would cost as below:
Capital cost approx. Rs 5 lakhs per acre.
Maintenance cost approx. Rs 50,000 per month/acre.

TOTAL = APPROX. Rs.11 LAKHS per ACRE for 1st year 

Therefore, 940 acres will cost approx. Rs.103 CRORES for 
the 1st year & Rs.56.5 CRORES annually thereafter.

Adoption Policy
While the Caretaker Policy is definitely 
detrimental to the status of reserved public 
open spaces, the Adoption Policy has helped 
develop and maintain these in the absence 
of funds and initiative from the MCGM to 
do so. Until the adoption policy was stayed 
CitiSpace endeavoured to secure organisations 
/ sponsors for adoption. A brief recap of 
the efforts on this front is as follows: 
•	24 applications for the adoption of reserved 

open spaces were made. All of which are 
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backed by committed local organisations 
able to raise the requisite funds for their 
initial development and maintenance. 
CitiSpace followed up each such application 
often with personal meetings with 
concerned authorities in the MCGM. 
•	The Open Spaces which have been 

successfully adopted to date are: Four 
Corner Gardens in Parsi Colony, Dadar; 
Buddha Garden at Worli; Vrindavan 
Recreation Park, Andheri (E);Garden 
behind Samata Nagar Police Station, 
Kandivali and Garden in Kandivali.

Besides, CitiSpace has prepared 
schematic layouts for Kushaldas Parekh 
Maidan and P.A. Wadia Park, Dadar 
and RG at First Pasta Lane, Colaba.

GOVERNMENT STANDARDS FOR OPEN SPACES:

•	Stipulation for the Development Plan: 4 acres per 1000 
people.  
•	Reality 0.03 acres per 1000 persons & diminishing

Irony is that the Government has not realised its own 
standards due to poor implementation of fairly good 
laws.

In 2008-2009 the MCGM finally seems to have 
put a policy in place in which Rs 5 crores has 
been given to each of the 24 Municipal Wards 
for upgrading, securing and maintaining 
reserved open spaces in their ward. CitiSpace 
was pleased to hear this and decided to 
monitor the utilisation of these funds together 
with its members in each ward. In this 
connection CitiSpace has been interacting with 
various wards and giving its inputs as deemed 
fit. CitiSpace members have had meetings 
with their local wards for this purpose. 
Besides this, CitiSpace, as always, has been 
supporting the struggles of individuals and 
organizations to protect reserved open spaces 
by guiding them to file RTIs, representing 
their problems before MCGM, the Mumbai 
Heritage Conservation Committee and the 
Government. In our battle to preserve Mumbai’s 
open spaces, our special thanks go to Mr. 
V. Ranganathan, Mr. Sharad Kale, Mr. S.R. 
Kunte, Mr. Sanjay Ubale, Mr. Raju More and a 
very special thanks to Mr. R.A. Rajeev (Addl. 
M.C.) for having put in place a budget and 
a system in the MCGM for Open Spaces.

_CitiSpace Reporter
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